
Thank you’s are in order!



(1) Who am I? 
(2) What are we doing? 

(3) How are we gonna do it? 



✦ Super computer simulations of how galaxies form in our Universe

Who are you and what do you do?

I’m particularly interested in how 
metals (stuff heavier than H & He) 

moves from its production cites 
(inside massive stars) to the 

larger galactic scales



Why a large scale cosmological simulation?

(Illustris box, moving slice, c: Nelson)

BOSS, Hubble, SDSS, COSMOS, DES, 
Euclid, LSST, PanSTARRS + in depth 

studies of many individual galaxies and 
galaxy clusters 

Many outstanding 
questions in our quest 
for a theory of galaxy 

formation and assembly.  

A few:  
Why spirals/ellipticals?  
Starburst or quiescent? 
Evolution with redshift?  
How do elements travel 
from SF sites to galaxy 

outskirts?



Simulating Cosmological Galaxy Formation: A Problem of Scales

Credit: Nelson 2015



✦ Super computer simulations of how galaxies form in our Universe

Who are you and what do you do?

✦ Track motions of both gas and dark matter (makes up 85% of the 
Universe, but we can’t see it)

✦ Includes other physics: how stars form, effects of magnetic fields, 
how elements are created and released into the Universe, etc

✦ Simulations get “big”: 100 billion particles/cells to follow each with 
its own physics 

- run on ~90,000 cores for several months 
- “snapshot” files are around 15-25TB



(1) Who am I? 
(2) What are we doing? 

(3) How are we gonna do it? 



Intro - Day 2 
Everything for today is posted under day 2 of:  

www.astroblend.com/ba2017

* For the 2-Body problem we are working on compared the analytical and 
numerical solutions 

* First : some hints on indexing….

http://www.astroblend.com/ba2017
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* Also, for people that have solutions already: (1) what changes the 
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(1) Who am I? 
(2) What are we doing? 

(3) How are we gonna do it? 



… i.e. we are going to actually do some science :)



What is Inquiry?  How is this going to affect me?

- More open ended than traditional labs 
- You might feel frustrated or confused by the lack of structure - this is 

normal! 
- Before “helping” someone ask yourself - will this help with their 

learning or just give them the answer?  Don’t forget, people are at 
different stages in their programming education! 

- Stuck?  Are you “done stuck” or “stuck stuck”? 
- I might answer a question with another question - don’t panic.
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